Introduction {#s1}
============

Our skin is the largest sensory organ of the body and is presented with an array of tactile stimuli, including indentation, stretch, vibration, and hair deflection ([@bib33]). To detect, perceive, and respond to such diverse stimuli, morphologically and physiologically distinct classes of low-threshold mechanosensory neurons (LTMRs) innervate the skin and associate with cutaneous tactile end organs. These LTMRs, whose cell bodies are located in dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and cranial sensory ganglia, carry impulses from their endings in the skin to the central nervous system ([@bib1]; [@bib29]). LTMRs are classified as Aβ, Aδ or C based on their action potential conduction velocities ([@bib18]; [@bib41]). C-LTMRs are unmyelinated and thus have the slowest conduction velocities, whereas Aδ-LTMRs and Aβ-LTMRs are lightly and heavily myelinated, exhibiting intermediate and rapid conduction velocities, respectively. LTMRs are also classified as slowly, intermediately, or rapidly adapting (SA, IA, and RA-LTMRs) according to their rates of adaptation to sustained mechanical stimuli ([@bib6]; [@bib24]). Genetic labeling of Aβ RA-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and C-LTMRs has revealed that the cutaneous endings of each LTMR subtype in hairy skin form longitudinal lanceolate endings at one or more hair follicle subtypes ([@bib30]).

More than 90% of the body surface of most mammals is covered by hair follicles, which regulate body temperature, facilitate perspiration, and are involved in the perception of mechanosensory stimuli upon the skin. There are three major hair follicle subtypes in mouse back hairy skin: guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag. The three hair follicle subtypes emerge during different stages of hair follicle morphogenesis and have distinct morphologies and presumably distinct mechanical properties. Guard hairs, which make up ∼1% of the back skin hairs of the mouse, develop during the first wave of hair follicle morphogenesis, beginning E13--14.5. These hairs have the longest hair shafts that have two rows of medulla cells and do not contain kinks. Awl hairs, which form during the second wave of murine hair morphogenesis, beginning E15--16.5, are straight but are shorter than guard hairs and contain three or four rows of medulla cells. Auchene hairs are developmentally and morphologically identical to awl hairs, except that they have one kink in the hair. Awl/auchene hairs together make up ∼20% of back skin hairs and, for the purposes of this study, are considered together. Finally, zigzag hairs form during the third wave of hair morphogenesis beginning at E18.5 and are the most abundant type, making up ∼80% of hairs. Zigzag hairs have one row of medulla cells and at least two bends in their hair shaft ([@bib46]; [@bib13]; [@bib30]). In addition to their different developmental and morphological properties, zigzag, awl/auchene, and guard hair follicles are each associated with unique combinations of LTMRs. Indeed, guard hair follicles are innervated by Aβ RA-LTMR lanceolate endings and are also associated with Aβ SA1-LTMR Merkel endings. In contrast, awl/auchene hairs are triply innervated by inter-digitated Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMR lanceolate endings, whereas zigzag hair follicles are innervated by inter-digitated Aδ- and C-LTMR lanceolate endings ([@bib30]). Thus, guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag hairs, with their unique combinations of LTMR endings, play neurophysiologically distinct roles in mechanosensory transduction ([@bib20]; [@bib30]).

Light and electron microscopic studies have shown that longitudinal lanceolate endings are arranged parallel to the hair follicle long axis and that each ending is encased in finger-shaped terminal Schwann cell (TSC) processes ([@bib51]; [@bib15]; [@bib25]; [@bib48]). Furthermore, intercellular junctions are observed between axon terminals, TSCs, and hair follicle outer root sheath cells ([@bib25], [@bib26]), suggesting that physical interaction between these different cell types may be essential for mechanotransduction. However, the organization of TSCs and LTMR lanceolate endings, and their functional relationship for maintenance of lanceolate complexes are largely unknown. In this study, we used histologic and genetic approaches to investigate the functional organization, ultrastructural properties, and maintenance of lanceolate complexes associated with the three hair follicle subtypes of the mouse.

Results {#s2}
=======

The organization of lanceolate complexes at guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag hair follicles {#s2-1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We previously reported molecular--genetic strategies that enable visualization of axonal endings of C-, Aδ-, and Aβ RA-LTMRs in the skin and spinal cord of the mouse. We found that C-LTMRs can be visualized in *Th*^*CreER*^*; Rosa26*^*LSL-tdTomato*^ mice treated with 4-HT; Aδ-LTMRs are visualized using *TrkB(Nrtk2)*^*tauEGFP*^ knockin mice; and Aβ RA-LTMRs are labeled in *Npy2r-GFP* BAC transgenic mice ([@bib30]). Remarkably, in back hairy skin of the mouse, C-, Aδ-, and Aβ RA-LTMRs form morphologically similar longitudinal lanceolate endings associated with hair follicles ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Immunostaining with S100, a glial cell marker, shows that each type of LTMR lanceolate ending is associated with TSCs, with cell bodies of TSCs residing at the base of lanceolate complexes. Moreover, TSCs associated with C-, Aδ-, and Aβ RA-LTMRs exhibit extensive longitudinal processes extending toward the skin surface. These finger-shaped processes are parallel to the long axis of the hair follicle and encase individual longitudinal lanceolate endings of C-, Aδ-, and Aβ RA-LTMRs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These observations are consistent with previous findings from our group and others ([@bib20]; [@bib30]; [@bib50]).10.7554/eLife.01901.003Figure 1.LTMRs and TSCs form palisade-like lanceolate complexes at hair follicles.(**A**) On back hairy skin sections from *Th*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*tdTomato*^ mice, C-LTMRs are visualized using tdTomato fluorescence (green), while TSCs are labeled using S100 immunostaining (red). C-LTMRs form longitudinal lanceolate endings associated with TSCs at zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles. (**B**) Back hairy skin sections from *TrkB*^*tauEGFP*^ animals were stained with anti-GFP to label Aδ-LTMR axonal terminals and anti-S100 (red) to label TSCs. Aδ-LTMRs form longitudinal lanceolate endings associated with TSCs at zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles. (**C**) Back hairy skin sections from *Npy2r-GFP* animals were stained with anti-GFP to label Aβ RA-LTMR axonal terminals and anti-S100 (red) to label TSCs. At a representative awl/auchene hair follicle, Aβ RA-LTMRs form longitudinal lanceolate endings associated with TSCs. Similar patterns can be seen at guard hair follicles ([@bib30]). Animals around 3 weeks of age were used for these experiments. Scale bar, 20 μm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.003](10.7554/eLife.01901.003)

Whether lanceolate complexes comprised of unique combinations of LTMR subtypes around the three types of hair follicles exhibit unique morphological, ultrastructural, or organizational patterns is an intriguing, unanswered question. Indeed, whole-mount immunostaining of back hairy skin using anti-S100 shows that lanceolate complexes associated with the three different hair follicle subtypes appear to contain different numbers of TSCs ([Figure 2A,B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification of TSCs associated with individual hair follicles shows that individual awl/auchene hair follicles have slightly more TSCs compared with zigzag hair follicles, and that guard hair follicles have many more TSCs than both zigzag and awl/auchene hairs ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Since zigzag, awl/auchene, and guard hair follicles have different diameters, we also compared the densities of TSCs at lanceolate complexes by dividing the number of TSCs by the circumference of individual hair follicles. Interestingly, TSC densities for lanceolate complexes associated with zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles are comparable, while TSCs at guard hair follicles are considerably more compact ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We next asked whether individual TSCs at zigzag, awl/auchene, and guard hair follicles have similar or distinct morphologies. To visualize the morphological properties of individual TSCs at the three hair follicle types, we crossed the *Plp1*^*CreER*^ mouse line, which expresses CreER exclusively in glial cells ([@bib12]), to a *Rosa26*^*YFP*^ reporter mouse line, and achieved sparse labeling of TSCs by treating double transgenic animals with a single, low dose of tamoxifen (0.01 mg--0.03 mg; [Figure 2E--G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Whole-mount immunostaining with anti-GFP allowed visualization of individual TSCs and measurement of the size of TSC cell bodies, as well as the width and length of their processes ([Figure 2E--G,H--J](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We found that the morphologies of individual TSCs associated with zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles are comparable. In contrast, TSCs at guard hair follicles have smaller cell bodies, and fewer and considerably longer processes ([Figure 2H--J](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The greater numbers and unique morphologies of TSCs associated with guard hair follicles compared to those associated with zigzag and awl/auchene follicles, together with the finding that Aβ RA-LTMRs represent the sole longitudinal lanceolate endings at guard hairs, suggests unique mechanotranduction functions of guard hairs in detecting hair movements.10.7554/eLife.01901.004Figure 2.Guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag hair follicles have different numbers and morphologies of TSCs.(**A** and **B**) Whole-mount immunostaining of back hairy skin using anti-S100 shows that awl/auchene (**A**) and zigzag (**Z**) hair follicles (in panel **A**) and guard (**G**) hair follicles (in panel **B**) have different numbers of TSCs. Scale bar, 20 μm. (**C**) Comparisons of numbers of TSCs at individual hair follicles. Awl/auchene hairs (5.0 ± 0.2 TSCs, n = 24 hair follicles) have slightly more TSCs than zigzag hairs (3.7 ± 0.1 TSCs, n = 64 hair follicles) (p\<0.001). Guard hairs (13.4 ± 1.3 TSCs, n = 5 hair follicles) have many more TSCs than awl/auchene and zigzag hairs (p\<0.001 for both comparisons). (**D**) Densities of TSCs at individual hair follicles were calculated by dividing the number of TSCs by the circumference of the hair follicles. Although TSC densities are comparable between zigzag (4.3 ± 0.1 TSCs/100 μm) and awl/auchene hairs (4.7 ± 0.2 TSCs/100 μm) (p=0.084), guard hair follicles (7.7 ± 0.9 TSCs/100 μm) have almost twofold higher densities of TSCs compared to zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles (p\<0.001 for both comparisons with zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles). (**E**--**G**). In *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*YFP*^ animals treated with 0.01 mg of tamoxifen, TSCs were sparsely labeled to visualize the morphologies of individual TSC associated with different hair follicle types. Insets in **E**--**G** are schematic images of TSCs to summarize the differences observed between TSCs associated with guard hairs vs awl/auchene and zigzag hairs. Scale bar, 20 μm. (**H**--**J**) Sizes of TSC cell bodies (**H**), widths of total processes of individual TSCs (**I**) and lengths of TSC processes (**J**) were measured at zigzag, awl/auchene, and guard hair follicles. Although all three parameters are comparable between zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles, indicating similar morphologies, individual TSCs at guard hair follicles have significantly smaller cell sizes, and narrower and longer processes compared to the other two hair follicle types (Zigzag hair follicles: cell body size, 64.3 ± 4.5 μm^2^; width of processes, 17.0 ± 1.0 μm; length of processes, 13.9 ± 0.4 μm; n = 25 hair follicles. Awl/auchene: cell body size, 70.1 ± 7.6 μm^2^; width of processes, 16.6 ± 0.7 μm; length of processes, 13.6 ± 0.6 μm; n = 10 hair follicles. Guard hair follicles: cell body size, 50.0 ± 3.5 μm^2^, p\<0.05 compared with zigzag or awl/auchene hairs; width of processes, 13.3 ± 0.9 μm, p\<0.05 compared with zigzag or awl/auchene hairs; length of processes, 27.3 ± 1.1 μm, p\<0.001 compared with zigzag or awl/auchene hairs; n = 16 hair follicles). Animals around 3 weeks of age were used in these whole-mount immunostaining experiments.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.004](10.7554/eLife.01901.004)

Three and two distinct LTMR subtypes form lanceolate endings associated with most if not all awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles, respectively ([@bib30]). Consistent with this, recent studies indicate that mechanosensory neurons with distinct molecular features can innervate the same hair follicle ([@bib17]; [@bib49]; [@bib50]). These observations raise the intriguing question of whether physiologically distinct LTMR subtypes that innervate the same hair follicle associate with the same or different TSCs. Based on the interdigitated patterns of LTMR axonal endings at zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles ([@bib30]), there are at least two possible organizational patterns of their associated lanceolate complexes: 1) Each TSC hosts only one type of LTMR, and the interdigitated axonal terminals of different LTMRs are associated with interdigitated processes of TSCs; 2) Processes of TSCs at individual hair follicles are tiled and each TSC hosts interdigitated axonal terminals from two or more LTMR subtypes. To distinguish between these possibilities, we first crossed the *Plp1*^*CreER*^ mouse line to the multicolor Cre-reporter *Rosa26-Confetti* ([@bib45]) to label TSCs with multiple reporters. Tamoxifen treatment of *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26-Confetti* mice allows individual TSCs to express only one of the four fluorescent proteins encoded by the *Rosa26-Confetti* allele. Thus, adjacent TSCs will express different reporters allowing visualization of the organization of TSCs and their associated LTMR endings at individual hair follicles. In trunk hairy skin of *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26-Confetti* animals, adjacent TSCs that are labeled by red and green fluorescence reporters exhibit non-overlapping sets of processes ([Figure 3A,B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the processes of TSCs associated with individual hair follicles are tiled. Moreover, this finding indicates that the organization of individually tiled TSCs and different LTMR endings can be visualized simply by immunostaining with glial cell markers. Interestingly, in back hairy skin sections from *Th*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*tdTomato*^*;TrkB*^*tauEGFP*^ mice, in which C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and TSCs are visualized with tdTomato, GFP, and S100 immunostaining, respectively, we found that C-LTMRs and Aδ-LTMRs form interdigitated lanceolate endings associated with processes belonging to the same TSC ([Figure 3C,C′](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Similar patterns were observed in skin sections from *Th*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*tdTomato*^*;Npy2r-GFP* mice in which C-LTMRs and Aβ RA-LTMRs were labeled with tdTomato and GFP, respectively ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, TSCs are tiled, and the processes of an individual TSC encase the axonal endings of multiple, physiologically distinct LTMR subtypes.10.7554/eLife.01901.005Figure 3.TSCs are tiled, and a single TSC can host axonal endings from multiple, physiologically distinct LTMR subtypes.(**A** and **B**) On back hairy skin sections taken from *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Confetti* animals, TSCs are randomly labeled with either green or red fluorescence. Neighboring TSCs at both guard (labeled with 'G' in **B**) and non-guard (**A**) hair follicles are tiled, exhibiting no overlapping processes. This experiment was done using 109 non-guard hair follicles and 23 guard hair follicles in two animals, all of which exhibited mosaic fluorescence labeling. 100% of these hair follicles exhibited tiled arrangements of TSCs at individual hair follicles. (**C** and **C′**) On back hairy skin sections from *Th*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*tdTomato*^*;TrkB*^*tauEGFP*^ mice, C-LTMRs were labeled with tdTomato fluorescence (red), Aδ-LTMRs were labeled with anti-GFP (green) and TSCs were stained with anti-S100 (cyan). Shown here is an example in which C-LTMR and Aδ-LTMR endings associate with different processes of the same TSC at a zigzag or awl/auchene hair follicle. Thus, a single TSC hosts more than one type of LTMR axonal terminal. Four mice were used for the triple labeling experiment and identical results were observed in each. **C′** shows higher magnification of the TSC in the middle of the lanceolate complex shown in **C**. Scale bars, 20 μm for **A** and **B**, 10 μm in **C**, 5 μm in **C′**. Animals around 3 weeks of age were used for these experiments.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.005](10.7554/eLife.01901.005)10.7554/eLife.01901.006Figure 3---figure supplement 1.A single TSC hosts axonal endings from Aβ, RA-LTMRs, and C-LTMRs.(**A** and **B**) On back hairy skin sections from *Th*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*tdTomato*^*;Npy2r-GFP* mice, C-LTMRs were labeled with tdTomato fluorescence (red), Aβ, RA-LTMRs were labeled with anti-GFP (green) and TSCs were stained with anti-S100 (cyan). Shown here are two examples in which C-LTMR (highlighted by red arrows in (**B**) and Aβ, RA-LTMRs (highlighted by green arrows in (**B**) endings associate with different processes of the same TSC at awl/auchene hair follicles. Boundaries between adjacent TSCs can be roughly judged by assuming symmetric expansion of processes from their cell bodies. Scale bar, 10 μm. Three mice around 3 weeks of age were used for these experiments.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.006](10.7554/eLife.01901.006)

Ultrastructural features of lanceolate complexes at guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag hair follicles {#s2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated the ultrastructural basis of mechanical responsiveness of lanceolate endings, and in particular the ultrastructural relationships between Aβ RA-LTMR, Aδ-LTMR, and C-LTMR axonal terminals, TSCs, and the three hair follicles types. Transverse, ultrathin sections of lanceolate complexes associated with guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag hair follicles were collected, stained, and examined by electron microscopy (EM). Lanceolate complexes at all three hair follicle types appear as arrays of individual units composed of blade-shaped TSC processes and LTMR axonal endings aligned against the basal lamina of the hair follicle ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). At guard hair follicles, each Aβ RA-LTMR lanceolate axonal terminal (pseudo-colored in green) is encased by TSC processes (colored in pink) on three sides ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, cross sections of Aβ RA-LTMR lanceolate complexes appear triangular in shape. There are frequent gaps between the TSC processes at the three edges of the axon. Interestingly, at the gaps or openings facing the hair follicle, the Aβ RA-LTMR axon terminals form small protrusions that are closely aligned, together with adjacent TSC processes, against the basal lamina of the hair follicle epithelial ([Figure 4B,B′](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). In comparison, axonal protrusions through the other gaps, on sides facing away from the hair follicle epithelial cell, are less pronounced or absent and, when present, variable in width. Furthermore, the cytoplasm of Aβ RA-LTMR axons is densely packed with mitochondria. At awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles, axonal terminals are encased on two sides by TSC processes, and thus cross sections of these lanceolate complexes appear spindle-shaped ([Figure 4C,D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to lanceolate complexes at guard hair follicles, TSC processes associated with awl/auchene and zigzag follicles tend to be thicker (widths of EM cross sections of TSC processes at guard hairs: 302.7 ± 132.7 nm, 17 process sections from two mice; awl/auchene hairs: 562.3 ± 76.5 nm, 21 process sections from two mice; zigzag hairs: 397.7 ± 19.4 nm, 32 process sections from three mice; these comparisons are not statistically significant), and the axonal processes they encase are thinner (areas of EM cross sections of axon terminals at guard hairs: 2.33 ± 0.06 μm^2^, 5 axon sections from two mice; awl/auchene hairs: 0.76 ± 0.05 μm^2^, 10 axon sections from two mice, p=0.002 compared with guard hairs; zigzag hairs: 0.57 ± 0.10 μm^2^, 19 axon sections from three mice, p=0.001 compared with guard hairs). In addition, the gaps between TSC processes that expose the axonal endings on the side of hair follicle epithelial cells are larger than those found at guard hairs ([Figure 4C,C′,D,D′](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, arrows) (widths of gaps of TSC processes toward guard hair follicles: 82.8 ± 13.9 nm, 7 axon sections from two mice; awl/auchene hair follicles: 162.9 ± 11.9 nm, 22 axon sections from two mice, p=0.05 compared with guard hairs; zigzag hair follicles: 196.6 ± 11.9 nm, 35 axon sections from three mice, p=0.01 compared with guard hairs). Interestingly, at awl/auchene and zigzag follicles, adjacent LTMR axonal endings often share the same TSC process; this was rarely observed for Aβ RA-LTMR endings at guard hairs. [Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows one such example in which three adjacent axon terminals associated with an awl/auchene hair follicle intervene among four TSC processes and appear bound together within a single unit. [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows another example at a zigzag hair follicle, in which two adjacent axon terminals are tightly associated with three TSC processes to form a single unit ([Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, lower left corner). An additional, distinguishing feature of lanceolate complexes at awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles, compared to those at guard hairs, is that the ultrastructural properties of the lanceolate axons are heterogeneous. Indeed, some axons contain many mitochondria, similar to the Aβ RA-LTMR endings at guard hair follicles, whereas others contain few mitochondria ([Figure 4C,D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 6---figure supplement 2A](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"}). This ultratructural feature of axon terminals is observed across more than 30 serial EM sections, which spans more than 3 μm along the longitudinal axis of a lanceolate complex ([Figure 5A,B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Since lanceolate complexes at awl/auchene hair follicles are triply innervated by Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMRs while those at zigzag hair follicles are innervated by Aδ- and C-LTMRs, axons exhibiting different abundances of mitochondria may derive from distinct LTMR subtypes. Thus, the cellular and ultrastructural properties of lanceolate complexes differ among the hair follicle subtypes, and these differences may underlie unique sensitivities or responses of each LTMR subtype following skin indentation or hair deflection.10.7554/eLife.01901.007Figure 4.The ultrastructural relationships between LTMRs, TSCs, and hair follicle epithelial cells at the three hair follicle subtypes.(**A**) A transmission electron microscopic image of a cross section through a lanceolate complex at a guard hair follicle. Repeating units of axon terminals and TSC processes are regularly arranged in a single layer surrounding the hair follicle (HF). In each unit, a mitochondria-rich axonal terminal (N) is encased by TSC processes (\*). (**B**) A cross section of the same guard hair follicle shown in **A**. Axon terminals are pseudo-colored in green; TSC processes are colored in pink; the hair follicle epithelial cell is colored in yellow. Each unit is composed of one axonal terminal encased by two or three TSC processes on three sides. Axon terminals contain a large number of mitochondria. Note that small protrusions of axons (arrows) and TSC processes are precisely aligned against the basal lamina of the hair follicle. (**C**) A cross section of a lanceolate complex of an awl/auchene hair follicle. Each axon terminal is encased by two TSC processes on two sides. More than one axonal ending and its associated TSC processes is often packed into a single 'unit'. Shown here is one unit composed of three axon terminals intervening among four TSC processes. Compared to guard hair follicles, awl/auchene hair follicles exhibit more area of exposed axon terminal membrane facing the outer root sheath cell of the follicle (arrow). In addition, TSC processes are thicker than those at guard hair follicles, while axon diameters are smaller. Also, the axon terminals appear heterogeneous: some have few mitochondria (the middle axon) and some many mitochondria (the other two axons). (**D**) A cross section of a lanceolate complex associated with a zigzag hair follicle. Similar to awl/auchene hair follicles, each axon terminal is encased by two TSC processes on two sides. One of the units in the lower left corner is composed of two axon terminals encased by three TSC processes. As with the awl/auchene complexes, and in comparison to guard hairs, areas of exposed axon terminal membrane adjacent to the hair follicle epithelial cell are large (arrows). In addition, similar to awl/auchenes, the zigzag TSC processes are thicker and axonal sections are smaller compared to guard hair follicles. Axon terminals also display varying amounts of mitochondria. (**B′**, **C′** and **D′**) High magnification EM images of cross sections of guard (**B′**), awl/auchene (**C′**), and zigzag (**D′**) hair follicles show the gaps between TSC processes and the axon protrusions in between (arrows). Animals around 4 weeks of age were used for these experiments. Scale bars, 2 μm in **A**; 500 nm for **B**, **C** and **D**; 100 nm for **B′**, **C′** and **D′**.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.007](10.7554/eLife.01901.007)10.7554/eLife.01901.008Figure 5.Serial EM cross-sections of C-LTMR and Aδ-LTMR axonal endings at a zigzag hair follicle.Serial EM cross-sections spanning more than 3 µm along two different LTMR axonal terminals of lanceolate complex at a zigzag hair follicle were collected. Representative images that are approximately 0.4 μm to 0.5 μm apart were shown. (**A**) A1 to A8 are serial EM cross-sections of an axonal terminal that has a relatively small number of mitochondria with low electron density. Further analyses ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 6---figure supplement 2](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"}) show that this axonal ending type is likely to be C-LTMR. (**B**) B1 to B8 are serial EM cross-sections of an axonal terminal that is packed with mitochondria with relatively high electron density. Further analyses ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 6---figure supplement 2](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"}) show that this axonal ending type is likely to be Aδ-LTMR. Animals around 4 weeks of age were used for these experiments. Scale bar, 500 nm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.008](10.7554/eLife.01901.008)

We next sought to compare the morphological and ultrastructural properties of individually defined Aβ RA-LTMR, Aδ-LTMR, and C-LTMR endings using EM. We found that *Wnt1-Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ mice, in which the nerve growth factor (NGF) receptor gene *TrkA (Nrtk1)* is selectively ablated in DRG neurons and other cells of neural crest origin, display a complete loss of C-LTMRs ([Figure 6A,A′](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Unexpectedly, lanceolate endings of Aβ RA-LTMRs at awl/auchene and guard hair follicles are also missing in *Wnt1-Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ mice ([Figure 6B,B′](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), although Aβ RA-LTMR neurons labeled by Npy2r-GFP are still present in DRGs ([Figure 6---figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, C-LTMR and Aβ RA-LTMR endings in the skin are dependent on NGF--TrkA signaling for development. In contrast, the axonal endings of Aδ-LTMRs at both awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles remain intact in these mutant mice ([Figure 6C,C′](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, by visualizing lanceolate complexes at zigzag hairs by EM in control and *Wnt1-Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ animals, we can distinguish between the C-LTMR endings that are missing in *Wnt1-Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ mutants, and Aδ-LTMRs endings that are intact. Interestingly, while axons associated with zigzag hair follicles in control mice have variable numbers of mitochondria, nearly all of the axons at zigzag hair follicles in *Wnt1-Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ mice exhibit a high density of mitochondria ([Figure 6D,E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 6---figure supplement 2B](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"}). Assuming that the *TrkA* mutation has no effect on mitochondria density in Aδ-LTMR axonal terminals, this finding indicates that the lanceolate endings with few mitochondria belong to C-LTMRs while those with abundant mitochondria belong to Aδ-LTMRs or Aβ RA-LTMRs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 6F--H](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.01901.009Figure 6.Identification of C-LTMR, Aδ-LTMR, and Aβ RA-LTMR axonal endings using EM.(**A** and **A′**) DRG sections from *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ (**A′**) and control (**A**) animals were stained with anti-TH. TH^+^ C-LTMRs are nearly completely lost in TrkA conditional knockout animals compared to control. (**B** and **B′**) Whole-mount GFP immunostaining of back skin samples from *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^*;Npy2r-GFP* (**B′**) and control (**B**) animals shows that cutaneous innervation of Npy2r-GFP^+^ Aβ RA-LTMRs at hair follicles is almost completely lost in TrkA conditional knockout animals compared to control. (**C** and **C′**) GFP immunostaining of back skin sections from *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^*;TrkB*^*tauEGFP*^ (**C′**) and *TrkB*^*tauEGFP*^ control (**C**) animals shows that innervation of hair follicles by TrkB^tauEGFP+^ Aδ-LTMRs remains intact in the TrkA conditional knockout animals compared to control. (**D** and **E**) Cross sections of lanceolate complexes at zigzag hair follicles from *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ (**E**) and control (**D**) mice. Axon terminals are pseudo-colored in green; TSC processes are colored in pink; hair follicle epithelial cells are colored in yellow. As shown in [Figure 4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, axon terminals at the control zigzag hair follicle have varying numbers of mitochondria. In contrast, all axons at the zigzag hair follicle from *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ animals exhibit abundant clusters of mitochondria. Thus, axons containing few mitochondria are C-LTMRs, which are lost in TrkA conditional knockout animals, whereas axons containing abundant mitochondria are Aδ-LTMRs, which remain intact in TrkA conditional knockout animals. (**F**) A cross section of a lanceolate complex at a wild-type guard hair follicle. All axons associated with guard hair lanceolate complexes are densely packed with mitochondria and are derived from Aβ RA-LTMRs. (**G**) A cross section of a lanceolate complex at a wild-type awl/auchene hair follicle. Axons with few mitochondria are C-LTMRs; axons with abundant mitochondria are either Aβ RA-LTMRs or Aδ-LTMRs. (**H**) A cross section of a lanceolate complex at a wild-type zigzag hair follicle. Axons with few mitochondria are C-LTMRs, whereas axons with abundant mitochondria are Aδ-LTMRs. Animals around 4 weeks of age were used for these experiments. Scale bars, 50 μm for **A** and **A′**; 100 μm for **B** and **B′**; 20 μm for **C** and **C′**; 500 nm for **D**--**H**.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.009](10.7554/eLife.01901.009)10.7554/eLife.01901.010Figure 6---figure supplement 1.Aβ RA-LTMR neurons remain intact in *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ animals.(**A** and **B**) DRG sections from *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^*;Npy2r-GFP* (**B**) and control, *TrkA*^*f/f*^*;Npy2r-GFP* (**A**) animals were stained with anti-GFP. Aβ RA-LTMR neurons labeled by Npy2r-GFP were still present in DRGs of these TrkA conditional knockout animals (**B**). Scale bar, 20 μm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.010](10.7554/eLife.01901.010)10.7554/eLife.01901.011Figure 6---figure supplement 2.Quantification of mitochondrial abundance.Ratios of mitochondrial area and axon area in EM cross sections of individual LTMR endings were quantified. (**A**) Histograms showing frequency distributions of mitochondrial area ratios of LTMR endings at guard (8 LTMR axons), awl/auchene (24 LTMR axons) and zigzag hair follicles (24 LTMR axons) from wild-type animals. Mitochondrial area ratios appear homogenously high in axons associated with guard hair follicles. In contrast, a heterogenous, bimodal distribution of mitochondria area ratios is observed in axons associated with awl/auchene and zigzag hairs. (**B**) Histograms showing frequency distributions of mitochondrial area ratios of LTMR endings at *TrkA* ^*f/f*^ control (35 LTMR axons) vs *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ mutant zigzag hair follicles (16 LTMR axons). A bimodal distribution of mitochondrial area ratios is observed in control LTMR endings. In contrast, the mitochondrial abundance in LTMR endings associated with *TrkA* mutant hair follicles appears homogenous, exhibiting a unimodal distribution of high mitochondrial area ratios. This analysis indicates that the LTMR axonal endings at *TrkA* mutant zigzag hair follicles, which exhibit a high mitochondrial density, belong to Aδ-LTMRs, while those that exhibit a low mitochondria density and are absent in *TrkA* mutants belong to C-LTMRs. Animals around 4 weeks of age were used for these experiments.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.011](10.7554/eLife.01901.011)

Several additional interesting ultrastructural features of LTMR lanceolate complexes at all three hair follicle subtypes were observed. In particular, numerous small vesicles are located within the cytoplasm of lanceolate endings of all LTMR subtypes ([Figure 7A--C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, arrows). Recent studies suggest that these are glutamate-containing vesicles, which may mediate communication with TSCs and thereby regulate lanceolate complex assembly and maintenance ([@bib50]; [@bib2]). Additionally, many pinocytotic vesicles are associated with both the inner and outer surfaces of TSC processes ([Figure 7A--C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, arrowheads). Similar observations have been made for lanceolate complexes of hair follicles from facial skin or ear hairy skin in mouse, rat, and humans ([@bib51]; [@bib7]; [@bib16]; [@bib25]), although the sensory neuron subtype under investigation in those studies was not known. Additionally, a network of longitudinally-oriented collagen fibers can be observed in the extracellular space between lanceolate endings and basement membrane of the follicle and appear as circular structures in EM cross-sections ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrow). Another network of horizontally oriented collagen fibers appear as stripes around longitudinal lanceolate endings in the outer circle, presumably surrounding circumferential endings ([Figure 6D](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, arrowhead) ([@bib32]; [@bib37]). Such an alignment of collagen fiber networks may provide structural rigidity important for transferring hair follicle deflection into distortion or compression of lanceolate complexes and thereby activation of LTMRs.10.7554/eLife.01901.012Figure 7.Ultrastructural features of lanceolate complexes revealed by EM using tannic acid-treated specimens.(**A**--**C**) Cross sections of lanceolate complexes at guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag hair follicles. Small vesicles can be observed within axon terminals (arrows in **A**--**C**). TSC processes contain fine filaments that are nearly parallel to the long axis of the follicle and therefore appear as dark spots within the cytoplasm. Numerous pinocytotic vesicles are associated with both the inner and outer surfaces of TSC processes (arrowheads in **A**--**C**). (**D**--**G**) Hemidesmosomes are seen along plasma membranes of hair follicle outer root sheath cells that face LTMR axons and TSC processes (white arrowheads). Fine filament-like structures emanate from the hemidesmosomes, traverse the basal lamina, and form contacts with LTMR axon terminals and TSC processes. Axon terminals are labeled with 'N'; TSC processes are labeled with 'S'. Animals around 4 weeks of age were used in these experiments. Scale bars, 100 nm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.012](10.7554/eLife.01901.012)

To further assess the ultrastructural relationship between physiologically distinct lanceolate complex subtypes and the three hair follicle types, we prepared hair follicle specimens for EM analysis using tannic acid treatment, which preserves morphology and enhances visualization of extracellular matrix components ([@bib11]). Intriguingly, there is an abundance of prominent hemidesmosomes located along the outer membranes of the outer root sheath epithelial cells of the three hair follicle subtypes ([Figure 7D--G](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, white arrow heads). Fine filament-like structures emanate from these hemidesmosomes, pass through the basal lamina, and appear to form direct contacts with the membranes of Aβ RA-LTMR, Aδ-LTMR, and C-LTMR lanceolate axonal endings as well as TSC processes. These tether-like filaments are approximately 100 nm in length and may be similar to anchoring filaments or anchoring fibrils, which are essential components of dermo--epidermal junctions connecting basal keratinocytes with dermal cell types ([@bib28]; [@bib39]; [@bib5]). It is tempting to speculate that these filamentous connections between hair follicle epithelial cells and both LTMR lanceolate endings and TSCs are involved in assembly, maintenance, or mechanotransduction at lanceolate complexes. Consistent with the latter, 100-nm long, tether-like structures were observed in DRG sensory neurons grown in cell culture, where they may be required for mechanosensitive currents of DRG sensory neurons ([@bib19]).

The roles of LTMRs and TSCs in the maintenance of lanceolate complex integrity {#s2-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The intricate structural relationship between LTMRs and TSCs suggests that both cells types are essential for function and maintenance of lanceolate complexes at guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag hair follicles. However, the relative contributions of LTMRs and TSCs for the maintenance of lanceolate complex integrity are unknown. To address this, we first examined the integrity of LTMR axonal terminals following genetic ablation of Schwann cells. We crossed the glial-specific *Plp1*^*CreER*^ mouse line to the *Rosa26*^*hDTR*^ reporter line, which expresses the human diphtheria toxin receptor (hDTR) in a Cre-dependent manner ([@bib4]). *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*hDTR*^ animals were treated with tamoxifen at P16 to activate Cre recombinase and thus glial cell-specific expression of hDTR. These animals were then subjected to injections of DTX at P24 and P27, which results in selective ablation of hDTR-expressing cells ([@bib43]; [@bib8]). We observed efficient ablation of TSCs at hair follicles in DTX-treated *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*hDTR*^ animals, compared to DTX-treated control animals ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). In these experiments, TSCs were visualized using tdTomato fluorescence in animals harboring the *Rosa26*^*tdTomato*^ allele ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Remarkably, 100% of the hair follicles lacking TSCs exhibited a complete loss of longitudinal lanceolate endings and a partial loss of circumferential endings labeled by Tuj1 and NFH immunostaining ([Figure 8A,A′,B,B′](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). A partial loss of CGRP^+^ circumferential endings was also observed ([Figure 8C,C′](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). These findings indicate that LTMR axon terminals retract from hair follicles following ablation of TSCs. The disappearance of longitudinal lanceolate endings is coincident with degeneration of TSCs, while circumferential lanceolate endings are more resilient and remain in the absence of TSCs ([Figure 8---figure supplement 1](#fig8s1){ref-type="fig"}). The partial loss of CGRP^+^ circumferential axons in the absence of TSCs may be due to instability of sensory--neural complexes at hair follicles that results from the loss of TSCs and LTMR lanceolate endings. The PLP gene is expressed in almost all glial subtypes in the periphery ([@bib22]). Due to limitations of our genetic tools, we cannot further assess the contributions of other glial cell types, such as myelinating and non-myelinating Schwann cells to the anchoring of LTMR endings at hair follicles. However, the fact that LTMR longitudinal lanceolate endings at hair follicles are severely affected regardless of whether they are heavily myelinated (Aβ RA-LTMR), lightly myelinated (Aδ-LTMR) or unmyelinated (C-LTMR), whereas unmyelinated free nerve endings remain relatively intact ([Figure 8A,A′](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, white squares), strongly suggests that TSCs play a major role in maintaining the integrity of lanceolate complexes at hair follicles.10.7554/eLife.01901.013Figure 8.Genetic ablation of TSCs leads to loss of LTMR innervation at hair follicles.In skin sections from *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*tdTomato*^ (**A**--**C**) and *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*hDTR*^*;Rosa26*^*tdtomato*^ (**A′**--**C′**) mice, TSCs were visualized by tdTomato fluorescence. In *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*hDTR*^*;Rosa26*^*tdtomato*^ animals, treatments with tamoxifen and DTX lead to complete loss of TSCs at hair follicles (**A′**--**C′**). In the absence of TSCs, Tuj1 (**A** and **A′**, green) and NFH staining (**B** and **B′**, green) shows a complete loss of longitudinal axonal terminals and a partial loss of circumferential axons at the presumptive region for lanceolate complexes; CGRP^+^ peptidergic nociceptor fibers were also partially lost (**C** and **C′**, green). Small white squares at **A** and **A′** highlight free nerve endings in the epidermis and dermis. Animals around 4 weeks of age were used in these experiments. Scale bars, 50 μm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.013](10.7554/eLife.01901.013)10.7554/eLife.01901.014Figure 8---figure supplement 1.Loss of LTMR endings is coincident with degeneration of TSCs.In skin sections from *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*tdTomato*^ (**A**) and *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*hDTR*^*;Rosa26*^*tdtomato*^ (**B**) mice, TSCs were visualized by tdTomato fluorescence. Tuj1 staining shows that at hair follicles with partial loss of TSCs, there is a corresponding loss of longitudinal lanceolate ending while circumferential endings remain.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.014](10.7554/eLife.01901.014)

We next asked the reciprocal question; are lanceolate axonal endings required for the maintenance of TSCs? To denervate hair follicles in back hairy skin, dorsal cutaneous nerves that innervate the right side of the back of adult animals were severed, while nerves innervating the left side remained intact, providing a control. As expected, 17 days following surgery, cutaneous nerves innervating the right, surgically denervated side of the animal had completely degenerated ([Figure 9A′](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), whereas cutaneous innervation of the left, control side was unaffected ([Figure 9A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Strikingly, TSCs, labeled by S100 immunostaining, remained intact and in close association with hair follicles in the absence of LTMR endings ([Figure 9B,B′](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Even 44 days following skin denervation, TSCs at denervated hair follicles remained intact ([Figure 9C,C′,D,D′,E,E′](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, both Schwann cells associated with circumferential axonal terminals at hair follicles ([Figure 9D,D′](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}; white arrow) and myelinating Schwann cells in the dermis, visualized by S100 and MBP immunostaining ([Figure 9E,E′](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), had degenerated in the absence of cutaneous nerves. Similar observations were made when TSCs were genetically labeled using *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*GCaMP3*^ mice that had received tamoxifen treatment 'prior' to surgical denervation. As in the aforementioned S100 immunostaining experiments, GFP immunostaining of skin sections (to detect GCaMP3) showed that TSCs that were genetically labeled prior to denervation are morphologically intact following surgical denervation of the skin ([Figure 9F,F′](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, GFP^+^ Schwann cells that did not express either S100 or MBP were also observed in the dermis, indicating the presence of PLP-expressing immature Schwann cells that may function to regenerate myelin sheaths ([Figure 9F′](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 9---figure supplement 1](#fig9s1){ref-type="fig"}). We quantified the number of TSCs at individual guard hair and non-guard hair follicles (awl/auchene and zigzag hairs combined) 5 weeks following skin denervation. This quantitative assessment revealed that, despite complete loss of cutaneous LTMR endings on the denervated side of the animal, comparable numbers of TSCs were present at hair follicles on control and denervated sides ([Figure 9G](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, TSCs associated with Aβ RA-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and C-LTMRs, maintain both their location and structural integrity in the absence of axonal processes in adult mice, for at least several weeks.10.7554/eLife.01901.015Figure 9.TSCs remain intact and associated with hair follicles following dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy and distal axon degeneration.(**A** and **A′**) Whole-mount immunostaining of S100 (red) and NFH (green) shows that 17 days after dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy, while NFH^+^ cutaneous nerve have completely degenerated in the denervated skin (**A′**, right back skin) compared to the control skin (**A**, left back skin), TSCs remain intact and associated with hair follicles (**A′**). (**B** and **B′**) Enlarged views of boxed regions in **A** and **A′**. At control hair follicles (**B**), TSCs are associated with longitudinal lanceolate endings and circumferential endings (arrow). At denervated hair follicles (**B′**), TSCs that were associated with longitudinal lanceolate endings prior to denervation appear normal, while TSCs associated with circumferential axonal terminals (arrows) are partially lost (arrow). (**C** and **C′**) Whole-mount immunostaining of S100 (red) and NFH (green) shows that, 44 days after axotomy, TSCs in the denervated skin (**C′**) remain intact. (**D** and **D′**) Enlarged views of boxed regions in **C** and **C′** show that compared to TSCs in the control skin (**D**), TSCs that were associated with longitudinal lanceolate endings at denervated hair follicles (**D′**) appear normal, while TSCs associated with circumferential axonal terminals are completely lost (arrow in **D**). (**E** and **E′**) Whole-mount immunostaining of S100 (red) and MBP (green) shows that, at 44 days after axotomy, while myelinating Schwann cells have completely degenerated, TSCs in the denervated skin remain intact (**E′**). (**F** and **F′**) In *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*GCamp3*^ animals, TSCs were induced to express GCaMP3 by tamoxifen injection before dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy. Immunostaining for GFP (green) and Tuj1 (red) shows that, at 14 days following axotomy, while Tuj1^+^ cuanteous axons have completely degenerated, genetically labeled TSCs remain intact (**F′**). (**G**) Quantification of TSC numbers 5 weeks after denervation surgery shows no changes in TSC numbers at both guard hair and non-guard hair follicles in denervated skin compared to those at the control skin. n = 3. Animals around 8 weeks of age were used for all whole-mount immunostaining experiments in **A**--**E′** and **G**. *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*GCamp3*^ mice around 4 weeks old were used in experiments shown in **F** and **F′**. Scale bars, 50 μm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.015](10.7554/eLife.01901.015)10.7554/eLife.01901.016Figure 9---figure supplement 1.Genetically labeled immature Schwann cells after skin denervation.*Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*LSL-YFP*^ mice were treated with tamoxifen before receiving skin denervation surgeries and examined 4 weeks after denervation. (**A**--**D**) On the sham-operated control side of the back skin, wholemount immunostaining with GFP (**A**), MBP (**B**) and S100 (**C**) show that genetically-labeled, YFP^+^ myelinating Schwann cells are positive for MBP and S100 (Arrows in **A**--**D**). (**A′**--**D′**) Same staining was performed on the denervated back skin. Genetically labeled, YFP^+^ TSCs remained at hair follicles after denervation. GFP^+^ sheaths that are negative for S100 and MBP can be observed (arrows in **A′**--**D′**) and they are likely to be genetically labeled immature Schwann cells. Animals around 8 weeks old were used in these experiments. Scale bar, 50 μm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.016](10.7554/eLife.01901.016)

A few weeks following skin denervation, re-innervation of some hair follicles was observed. In contrast to 7 days after denervation, where few fibers were seen in the denervated skin, by 33 days after denervation, approximately 70% of the denervated skin had been innervated ([Figure 10A,B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of re-innervation most likely derives from axons that had regenerated from the severed dorsal cutaneous nerves ([@bib21]). For the skin regions close to the edges of the denervated territory, the re-innervating fibers may also derive from adjacent intact nerves. Re-innervation in the center of the denervated skin was least robust, which may due to the long distance between that skin region and the cut sites of T9 and T10 dorsal cutaneous nerves ([Figure 10B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, re-innervation of most skin regions was prominent by 33 days after denervation ([Figure 10B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). This finding of re-innervation of denervated hair follicles, together with the observation that TSCs are remarkably stable following skin denervation, prompted us to ask whether TSCs that are associated with LTMR lanceolate complexes prior to denervation, and remain following denervation, become re-innervated by sprouting or regenerating LTMR axons. To test this possibility, TSCs were genetically labeled using *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*GCaMP3*^ animals and tamoxifen application prior to denervation. TSCs and axonal processes in denervated back skin were then observed using GFP and Tuj1 double immunostaining at different time points after the surgery. In control hair follicles on the non-denervated side of the back skin, longitudinal lanceolate endings were associated with TSC processes and formed typical, intricate longitudinal lanceolate complexes at guard hair and non-guard hair follicles; circumferential endings were also observed surrounding these longitudinal lanceolate complexes at all hair follicles ([Figure 10C](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). On the denervated side of the back skin, though most longitudinal lanceolate endings were still absent three weeks following skin denervation, prominent re-innervation of guard hair follicles in the form of thick circumferential endings and occasional longitudinal lanceolate endings is readily observed ([Figure 10D](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, arrow). A lesser amount of re-innervation in the form of circumferential endings was also seen at this time point in surrounding non-guard hair follicles ([Figure 10D](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). 1 week later, at week four following skin denervation, prominent circumferential and longitudinal axonal endings were readily observed at the re-innervated guard hair follicles ([Figure 10E](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Circumferential endings were also observed in the surrounding non-guard hair follicles at this time point. At 5 weeks following denervation, sensory endings associated with re-innervated guard hair follicles were morphologically comparable to those in control skin ([Figure 10F](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, approximately 90% of hair follicles exhibited at least some re-innervation by 5 weeks after denervation. Lanceolate complexes at guard hairs have considerably more advanced recovery compared to non-guard hair follicles. Most non-guard hair follicles, especially zigzag hair follicles, display only sparse circumferential endings at this stage ([Figure 10F](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). We also addressed the specificity of axonal re-innervation of TSC complexes. For this, skin denervation experiments were done using *Npy2r-GFP* mice, in which Aβ RA-LTMRs are labeled with GFP ([@bib30]). In control skin, whole-mount immunostaining using anti-GFP confirmed previous findings that, as expected for Aβ RA-LTMRs ([@bib30]), Npy2r-GFP^+^ axon terminals form longitudinal lanceolate endings associated with guard and awl/auchene, but not zigzag hair follicles ([Figure 10G](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, white arrowheads). Remarkably, 83 days following denervation, Npy2r-GFP^+^ axons had re-innervated awl/auchene and guard hair follicles in the denervated skin region ([Figure 10H](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}, white arrowheads). While some of the Aβ RA-LTMR axon terminals exhibited simple circumferential endings around hair follicles at this time point and excess sprouting of GFP^+^ axons innervating adjacent zigzag hair follicles was occasionally seen, the majority of GFP^+^ axons had developed typical longitudinal lanceolate endings associated with the denervated guard and awl/auchene hairs. In summary, lanceolate complex TSCs remain intact and tightly associated with hair follicles following skin denervation. Furthermore, these intact TSCs become re-associated with the lanceolate endings of regenerated LTMRs, and the specificity of the LTMR subtype/hair follicle relationship is largely if not completely preserved, at least for Aβ RA-LTMRs, following re-innervation. This observation raises the intriguing possibility that TSCs, which remain intact following nerve injury, serve to attract axonal endings of specific LTMR subtypes to restore proper structure and organization of Aβ RA-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and C-LTMRs lanceolate complexes at the three hair follicle types.10.7554/eLife.01901.017Figure 10.Re-innervation of TSCs following dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy.(**A** and **B**) Whole-mount immunostaining with NFH shows that axons are missing from denervated skin 7 days after axotomy (**A**), whereas nerve fibers have begun extending into the denervated area 33 days after dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy (**B**). (**C**) In the control skin of *Plp1*^*CreER*^*;Rosa26*^*GCamp3*^ animals, whole-mount immunostaining with Tuj1 (green) and GFP (red) shows the typical morphology of lanceolate complexes at a guard hair follicle located in the lower right area of the image, as well as surrounding non-guard hair follicles. (**D**) 3 weeks after dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy, re-innervation of guard hair follicles in the form of circumferential endings can be observed. A few longitudinal lanceolate endings can be occasionally observed (arrow). A small degree of re-innervation can also be seen in the surrounding non-guard hair follicles. (**E**) 4 weeks after dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy, longitudinal lanceolate endings begin to form at re-innervated guard hair follicles. Circumferential endings can also be observed in the surrounding non-guard hair follicles. (**F**) 5 weeks after axotomy, lanceolate complexes at re-innervated guard hair follicles are comparable to those in the control, uninjured skin. More innervation of the surrounding non-guard hair follicles can also be seen. Guard hairs are labeled with 'G' in panels **C** to **F**. (**G** and **H**) *Npy2r-GFP* animals were subjected to dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy, as above. **G** shows whole-mount GFP immunostaining of the control, non-denervated skin (left back hairy skin), while **H** shows GFP immunostaining of denervated skin (right back hairy skin) 83 days after axotomy. In control, uninjured skin, GFP^+^ Aβ RA-LTMRs form longitudinal lanceolate endings at guard and awl/auchene hair follicles (**G**, white arrowheads). 83 days after axotomy, GFP^+^ Aβ RA-LTMRs re-innervate guard and awl/auchene hair follicles in the denervated skin (**H**, white arrowheads), indicating that the specificity of the hair follicle subtype innervation pattern is conserved during the re-innervation processes. Many GFP^+^ axonal terminals in the re-innervated skin form longitudinal lanceolate endings that are comparable to those in the control skin. Scale bars, 2 mm for **A** and **B**; 20 μm from **C** to **F**; 50 μm for **G** and **H**.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.01901.017](10.7554/eLife.01901.017)

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Hair follicle longitudinal lanceolate complexes, which are formed by Aβ RA-LTMR, Aδ-LTMR, and C-LTMR axonal endings and their associated TSCs, are the primary mechanically sensitive structures that transform hair follicle deflection into electrical impulses carried by the axonal branches of LTMR neurons to the CNS. In this study, we combined genetic labeling of LTMRs and TSCs, electron microscopic analyses, and surgical and genetic manipulations to characterize the organization, structure, maintenance, and regeneration of hair follicle lanceolate complexes of the mouse.

The cellular properties of hair follicle LTMR lanceolate complexes and implications for LTMR properties {#s3-1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Neurobiologists have long postulated that distinct morphological properties of mechanically sensitive end organs associated with LTMRs underlie the unique physiological properties of LTMR subtypes ([@bib23]; [@bib36]). Our findings modify this view and provide new insights into the basis of LTMR subtype properties. Guard hair follicles have the longest hair shafts and are innervated by longitudinal lanceolate endings belonging exclusively to Aβ RA-LTMRs. If, as we believe, LTMR lanceolate endings and their associated TSC processes serve as detectors of hair follicle deflection, then guard hair follicles are armed with many more such detectors, displaying fewer but longer processes, compared to those associated with zigzag and awl/auchene hair follicles. Thus, the unique cellular and morphological properties of guard hair lanceolate complexes may endow guard hair-associated Aβ RA-LTMRs with unique functions or response properties during hair movement. On the other hand, our analysis of awl/achene and zigzag hair follicles indicates that cellular and morphological differences of longitudinal lanceolate complexes are unlikely to account for the unique physiological properties of Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMRs at these hair follicle subtypes. Our mosaic genetic labeling of lanceolate complex TSCs shows that these cells are tiled at individual hair follicles and that the processes of adjacent TSCs do not overlap. Importantly, at both awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles, a single TSC plays host to interdigitated axonal endings of two or more LTMR subtypes. Thus, while Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMRs exhibit markedly different rates of adaptation to sustained stimuli, their axons form strikingly similar longitudinal lanceolate endings, they can innervate the same hair follicle and, as shown here for awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles, they can even share the same TSC. These findings provide strong support for a model, in which the unique physiological properties and adaptation rates of Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMRs associated with awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles are due to intrinsic neuronal differences rather than unique end organ cell types or morphologies.

The ultrastructural properties of hair follicle LTMR lanceolate complexes and implications for LTMR function and mechanosensation {#s3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The fine structural relationship between LTMR axonal endings, TSC processes, and hair follicle epithelial cells is likely a key determinant of LTMR mechanical sensitivity. Extensive light and electron microscopic analyses of lanceolate complexes were reported beginning in the 1960s ([@bib51]; [@bib7]; [@bib15]). These previous studies, together with findings of the present study, indicate that the general morphology of lanceolate complexes associated with hair follicles from different body regions and between different species is highly conserved. In this study, for the first time, we report EM analysis that defines the ultrastructural properties of Aβ RA-LTMR, Aδ-LTMR, and C-LTMR lanceolate complexes and their associations with the three main hair follicle types; guard, awl/auchene, and zigzag hair follicles. Our analysis revealed that the ultrastructural properties of Aβ RA-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and C-LTMRs and their TSC processes associated with awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles are remarkably similar. On the other hand, Aβ RA-LTMR endings associated with guard hair follicles are distinct, having larger caliber lanceolate axonal endings and slightly thinner TSC processes compared to those of Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMRs associated with awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles. In addition, at awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles, two or more axonal endings, which differ in mitochondrial abundance and belong to different LTMR subtypes, are often observed alternately arranged with three or more TSC processes, forming individual groups or 'units'. Thus, axon terminals of different LTMR subtypes can share the same set of TSC processes to form 'lanceolate complex units' at awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles, which together comprise ∼99% of trunk skin hairs. Such an arrangement was never observed at guard hairs; at guard hairs, each Aβ RA-LTMR lanceolate ending associates with three TSC processes to form stereotypical 'guard hair lanceolate complex units'. Thus, Aβ RA-LTMR lanceolate complexes at guard hair follicles are morphologically invariant and more precisely arranged into confined units than Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMR complexes associated with awl/auchene and zigzag hairs, potentially endowing guard hair lanceolate complexes with higher fidelity or sensitivity to hair deflection.

The present study also defines the ultrastructural properties of lanceolate endings of the three physiologically defined LTMR subtypes that innervate hair follicles. A defining feature of Aβ RA-LTMR and Aδ-LTMR lanceolate endings is their highly abundant mitochondria. Neurons critically depend on mitochondrial ATP production for establishing membrane excitability and for calcium buffering ([@bib27]), and emerging evidence suggests that mitochondria contribute to neuronal plasticity. An abundance of mitochondria in Aβ RA-LTMRs and Aδ-LTMRs terminals may be needed to support rapid conduction velocities, a distinguishing feature of these LTMR subtypes, compared to the slow-conducting C-LTMRs, whose lanceolate endings contain few mitochondria. We also observed several ultrastructural features of Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMR lanceolate complexes that may be crucial to the development and maintenance of lanceolate complexes, and may also underlie their remarkable sensitivity to hair deflection. Abundant small vesicles are found within the cytoplasm of axonal terminals of all LTMR subtypes. Studies by [@bib50] and [@bib2] suggest that these may be glutamate-containing vesicles that mediate signals from sensory neurons to TSCs. Consistent with this idea, Aβ RA-LTMRs and Aδ-LTMRs express VGluT1 and/or VGluT2, whereas C-LTMRs express VGluT3, suggesting that all LTMRs are glutamatergic ([@bib3]; [@bib47]; [@bib50]; [@bib2]). Numerous pinocytotic vesicles were observed on both the inner and outer surfaces of TSC processes. These vesicle-like structures were noted previously and suggested to control ion flux around nerve fibers ([@bib51]). It is also reasonable to speculate that these invaginations serve as docking sites for axon fingers of longitudinal lanceolate endings ([@bib48]). Such an intercalating morphology increases the interaction surface area between TSC processes and LTMRs and may contribute to the mechanical sensitivity of LTMR endings. Most noteworthy, in our opinion, is the presence of intercellular processes that emanate from hemidesmosomes on outer root sheath epithelial cells of hair follicles, forming connections, or tethers, between hair follicle epithelial cells and Aβ RA-, Aδ-, and C-LTMR axon terminals and TSC processes. These filaments resemble anchoring filaments and anchoring fibrils, reported previously in other contexts to mediate dermal--epidermal adhesion ([@bib28]; [@bib5]). At hair follicles, these filaments may contribute to assembly and maintenance of lanceolate ending-TSC-epithelial cell complexes. Intriguingly, the ∼100-nm long filaments observed in the present study may be functionally analogous to the protein tethers described by Lewin et al. in cell culture experiments and proposed to link mechanosensitive ion channels in sensory neurons to the extracellular matrix ([@bib19]). We speculate that the tether-like structures we observed at hair follicles in vivo may serve to facilitate or mediate excitation of lanceolate endings following hair deflection. Thus, we propose that 'epithelial cell--lanceolate complex tethers' serve a function that is analogous to the tip links that physically tether adjacent steroecilia of hair cells of the cochlea and vestibular apparatus and serve to open mechanically gated ion channels upon stereocilia movement. In the case of hair follicle epithelial cell--lanceolate complex tethers, we speculate that deflection of hair follicles would place strain on the tethers to activate mechanically gated ion channels situated on the membrane of the LTMR lanceolate ending thus leading to their depolarization. Interestingly, a recent study from Lewin et al. suggests that laminin 332, a major component of keratinocyte-derived extracellular matrix, prevents formation of protein tethers and inhibits rapidly adapting currents, further supporting the notion that extracellular matrices play a key role in mechanotransduction ([@bib10]). Potential molecular components of these tethers may include type VII collagen, a major component of anchoring fibrils, as well as other collagen proteins, laminins, and integrins, which could assemble into multimeric complexes to form tether structures ([@bib5]). Future studies will be needed to define the molecular components of these epithelial cell--lanceolate complex tethers. Once defined, tissue-specific ablation of key components, coupled with histological and physiological analyses, should reveal the contribution of these tethers for the assembly and maintenance of lanceolate complexes and/or their role in mechanotransduction during hair movement or deflection.

TSCs support LTMR lanceolate ending integrity and are re-innervated following nerve injury {#s3-3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The intimate relationships between TSCs and longitudinal lanceolate endings of the three LTMR subtypes at each of the three hair follicle subtypes suggested to us an interdependence of LTMRs and TSCs during maintenance of lanceolate complexes. Indeed, we found that LTMR endings rapidly retract from hair follicles following TSC ablation. And yet, surprisingly, when LTMR endings are lost following a nerve cut, TSCs remain intact and intimately associated with hair follicles. In fact, TSCs of adult mice are remarkably stable in the absence of nerve, for at least several weeks or even months. This effect may be age-dependent, since we found that TSCs are less stable and often degenerate during the 2 weeks following skin denervation of neonates (data not shown). Thus, at neonatal ages, when lanceolate complexes are developing, LTMR axonal endings may be necessary for the maintenance of newly formed TSCs. Consistent with this, it was recently reported that TSCs associated with neonatal hair follicles are disorganized in *Wnt1Cre*-mediated VGLUT2 mutant mice, suggesting that neuronal glutamate signaling is required for proper organization of TSCs during lanceolate complex development ([@bib50]). However, in the same study, blocking glutamatergic signaling through systemic administration of an NMDAR antagonist disrupts TSC structures at hair follicles in adult animals, which is different from our conclusion that sensory nerves are not required for maintenance of TSCs at hair follicles in adult animals. One potential explanation for this discrepancy is that glutamatergic signaling from cells other than LTMRs is needed to maintain TSC processes. Nevertheless, our findings indicate that TSCs serve as anchors or scaffolds that maintain LTMR endings and lanceolate complex structure and integrity, whereas LTMR axonal endings of adult mice are not required for maintenance of TSCs.

It is remarkable that, within a few weeks following skin denervation, new axonal processes regenerate from severed dorsal cutaneous nerves and re-assemble with TSCs that had remained associated with denervated hair follicles. Moreover, the pattern of axonal innervation of hair follicles during regeneration exhibits similarities to that which is observed during development. In particular, guard hair follicles are the first to be re-innervated. At individual hair follicles, circumferential endings form first, surrounding TSC processes, and this is followed by gradual formation of longitudinal lanceolate endings during the next several days. This is comparable to the pattern of LTMR lanceolate complex formation observed during development of neonatal animals (data not shown) ([@bib38]). Furthermore, LTMR-hair follicle subtype specificity appears conserved, at least for Aβ RA-LTMRs, during re-innervation. It is likely that the developmental and regeneration processes that govern LTMR lanceolate ending branching, extension, orientation, size, and TSC association have common mechanisms. Additionally, the precise role played by TSCs during the re-innervation of hair follicles is an intriguing question. During regeneration of the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) following axotomy, TSCs proliferate extensively and serve to guide motor axons to their destination by expressing some of the same cues that are used during development ([@bib40]; [@bib44]). TSCs at hair follicles may serve a similar role to attract specific subtypes of spouting LTMR axons to re-form lanceolate complexes. Future work will define the significance and molecular mechanisms underlying the intimate relationship between LTMR subtype longitudinal lanceolate endings and TSCs during formation, function, and regeneration of hair follicle-associated LTMR lanceolate complexes.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Mouse lines {#s4-1}
-----------

*Th*^*CreER*^, *TrkB*^*tauEGFP*^*, Npy2r-GFP* BAC transgenic, *Plp1*^*CreER*^, *Rosa26* ^*LSL-tdTomato*^, *Rosa26-Confetti*, *Rosa26*^*GCaMP3*^, and *Rosa26*^*LSL-hDTR*^ mouse lines, have been described previously ([@bib12]; [@bib14]; [@bib4]; [@bib42]; [@bib35]; [@bib30]; [@bib45]; [@bib52]). Generation of the *TrkA*^*f/f*^ (*TrkA*^*F592A*^) mouse was described previously ([@bib9]). In addition to the point mutation introduced into the ATP binding pocket, two Loxp sites were inserted into introns flanking exon 7 to 12 of the *TrkA* gene. *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ animals were generated to achieve ablation of the TrkA gene in cells of neural crest origin. The TrkA conditional knockout animals are viable and fertile, with no obvious behavioral abnormality, though behavioral assays assessing pain, temperature, and touch sensations are likely to reveal sensory defects in these TrkA conditional mutants.

Immunohistochemistry of tissue sections {#s4-2}
---------------------------------------

Protocols for immunohistochemistry were described previously ([@bib31]; [@bib34]; [@bib30]). Mice were anesthetized using CO~2~ inhalation and transcardially perfused with PBS (pH 7.4, 4°C) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS (pH 7.4, 4°C). DRGs and hairy skin were dissected from the perfused mice. DRGs were postfixed in PBS containing 4% PFA at 4°C for 1--2 hr. Hairy skin was postfixed with PBS containing 4% PFA at 4°C overnight. The tissues were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS at 4°C overnight, embedded in OCT (Tissue Tek) and frozen at −20°C. The tissues were sectioned at 20--30 μm using a cryostat. The sections on slides were dried at room temperature for 1 hr, and fixed with 4% PFA in PBS on ice for 15 min. The slides were washed with PBS containing 0.1% Triton X-100 (0.1% PBST) and blocked with 5% normal serum (goat or donkey) in 0.1% PBST at room temperature for 1 hr. The tissue sections were incubated with primary antibodies diluted in blocking solution at 4°C overnight. The next day, the sections were washed with 0.1% PBST, and incubated with secondary antibodies diluted in blocking solution at room temperature for 1 hr, washed again with 0.1% PBST, and mounted with fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech, Birmingham, AL).

The primary antibodies used for this study were: rabbit anti-CGRP (Immunostar, Hudson, WI, 24112, 1:1000), chicken anti-GFP (Invitrogen, A10262, 1:1000), rabbit anti-GFP (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, A11122, 1:1000), rabbit anti-NFH (Millipore, Billerica, MA, AB1982, 1:1000; Sigma, St. Louis, MO, N4142, 1:1000), chicken anti-NFH (Aves Labs, Tigard, OR, NFH, 1:1000), rabbit anti-S100 (DAKO, Denmark, Z0311, 1:1000), sheep anti-Tyrosine Hydroxylase (Millipore, AB1542, 1:400), rabbit anti-tuj1 (b-Tubulin) (Covance, Princeton, NJ, PRB-435P, 1:1000). The secondary antibodies used were: Alexa 488, 546 or 647 conjugated goat anti-chicken antibody, Alexa 488, 546 or 647 conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibodies, Alexa 546 conjugated donkey anti-sheep antibody. All secondary antibodies were purchased from Invitrogen.

Whole-mount immunohistochemistry of hairy skin {#s4-3}
----------------------------------------------

Protocols for whole-mount skin immunostaining were described previously ([@bib30]). Back hairy skin from 3- to 10-week-old mice was treated with commercial hair remover, wiped clean with tissue paper and tape stripped until glistening. The skin was then dissected, cut into small pieces and fixed in 4% PFA in PBS at 4°C for 2 hr. The tissue was rinsed in PBS and then washed with PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 (0.3% PBST) every 30 min for 5--8 hr. Then, the skin was incubated with primary antibodies in 0.3% PBST containing 5% goat/donkey serum and 20% DMSO at room temperature for 3 to 5 days. After washing with 0.3% PBST every 30 min for 5--8 hr, the tissues were transferred to secondary antibodies in 0.3% PBST containing 5% goat/donkey serum and 20% DMSO and incubated at room temperature for 2 to 4 days. The tissues were then washed with 0.3% PBST every 30 min for 5--8 hr, dehydrated in 50% methanol for 5 min and 100% methanol for 20 min, three times, and lastly cleared in BABB (Benzyl Alcohol, sigma 402834; Benzyl Benzoate, sigma B-6630; 1:2) at room temperature for 20 min. To identify the types of hair follicles innervated by each LTMR class, similar whole-mount preparations of hairy skin were made without removing the hair. Using a confocal microscope, hair follicles were traced to the corresponding hair shafts. The number of rows of medulla cells in the hair shaft was counted to distinguish zigzag (1 row), awl/auchene (3 or 4 rows) and guard hairs (2 rows).

Transmission electron microscopy {#s4-4}
--------------------------------

Adult mice were fixed by cardiac perfusion in 2% paraformaldehyde and 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.2). The back hairy skin was dissected on ice. Trunks of hairy skin with less than 20 hair follicles were carefully examined under dissection microscope to record the types and positions of hair follicles. Tissue samples were immersed in the same fixative overnight, treated with reduced 1% osmium tetroxide for 1 hr. To facilitate visualization of intercellular filaments between hair follicle epithelial cells and lanceolate complexes, some of the tissue samples were treated with 1% tannic acid for 5 min. All tissue samples were then stained with 2% uranyl acetate for 2 hr, dehydrated in graded ethanol and embedded in Epon. Toluidin blue-stained transverse sections of the hair follicles were made to determine the location of lanceolate endings and the positions for collecting ultrathin sections. Transverse thin sections were stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate followed by examinations with Philips/FEI BioTwin CM120 transmission electron microscope at 80 kV.

4-hydroxytamoxifen (4-HT), tamoxifen and DTX injections {#s4-5}
-------------------------------------------------------

4-HT was dissolved in ethanol (10 mg/ml). For *Th*^*CreER*^ animals, 100 μl (∼1 mg) of 4-HT in ethanol was mixed with 200 μl of sunflower seed oil (Sigma), vortexed for 1 min and centrifuged under vacuum for 25 min to remove the ethanol. The 4-HT solution was delivered via oral gavage to *Th*^*CreER*^ animals at P13, P14, and P15. For *Plp1*^*CreER*^ animals, 2 mg of tamoxifen dissolved in 200 μl of sunflower seed oil was delivered via oral gavage to animals at P13 to P17; 0.01 to 0.03 mg of tamoxifen were used for sparse labeling.

DTX injections were performed as previously described ([@bib8]). 40 ng/g of DTX (List Laboratories) was delivered by i.p. injections to mice at P21. Two treatments, separated by 72 hr, were given. Animals were sacrificed 2 to 3 weeks after the first injection.

Dorsal cutaneous nerve axotomy {#s4-6}
------------------------------

Animals were anaesthetized with Urethane (1500 mg/kg). A 2.5--3 cm midline incision was made in the dorsal skin under anesthesia. The dorsal cutaneous nerves were exposed under a dissection microscope. Dorsal cutaneous nerves (T5--L2) on the right side were cut with scissors. The skin was then closed with 5-0 sterile sutures. Back skin from the left side of each animal was used as control.

Data analysis {#s4-7}
-------------

Quantifications are presented as mean ± SEM. Statistical analyses were performed using unpaired Student's *t* tests. Significance was declared at p\<0.05 and was indicated by one star in the figures.
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Thank you for submitting this very interesting manuscript, 'The structure and organization of lanceolate mechanosensory complexes at mouse hair follicles', to *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by a Senior editor, a Reviewing editor, and 3 expert reviewers, one of whom, Gary Lewin, has agreed to reveal his identity. What follows is a consensus of their views, together with those of a member of the Board of Reviewing Editors.

This elegant study uses transgenic mouse models and ultrastructural analysis to identify anatomical features of mechanosensory endings around three mouse hair-follicle types. In particular, this manuscript examines the structural organization and interactions between low threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMRs) and terminal Schwann cells (TSCs) in mouse hairy skin. The authors use immunohistochemistry, EM and a diverse array of genetic tools that label different subsets of LTMRs or TSCs to understand how TSCs interact with distinct hair follicles and LTMR subtypes. The authors show that TSCs are organized in a mosaic or tiled fashion and interact with multiple subtypes of LTMR endings. In addition, the data show that conditional ablation of TSCs induces the retraction of LTMRs from hair follicles, while denervation has no gross effect on TSC organization. A particular strength of the manuscript is that the morphological and physiological organization of the terminal Schwann cell (TSC) has been investigated for the first time in detail. Overall the data are high quality and the manuscript is well written. However, a number of questions remain about some of the methodology, mouse lines used in the study, statistical comparisons, and interpretation of the data.

1\) Quantitative analysis is an important strength of this study; however, specific conclusions require the reporting of statistics and quantification in a consistent manner. For example, based on qualitative data, the authors state 'the organization of individually tiled TCSs and different LTMR endings can be visualized simply by immunostaining with glial markers.' This method is then used in subsequent experiments. Providing quantification for the former observation would enhance confidence in the latter method. Also, in several instances, means are stated to be higher or lower without statistical comparisons. As a second example, the authors state that sparse labeling of TSCs shows multiple TSCs around each hair follicle but that their processes do not overlap with one another. The figure shows an example of one guard hair and one non-guard hair. It is not clear how many follicles were tested. The text states that 4 mice were used, but the actual number of follicles counted and the percentage of tiled TSCs would help illustrate the robustness of this organization that example images do not capture. As a third example, the mean cross sectional areas of axon terminals are given. The n is given as two mice but no information is given on the number of sections or number of lanceolates examined.

2\) The TrkA mutant mouse. The authors state that in addition to C-LTMRs, the Aβ RA-LTMRs at hair follicles are also lost in TrkA conditional knockout animals (*Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ ). This is surprising. Are the sensory cells still present? [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} does not show a complete loss of fiber innervation. Has this mouse been characterized previously or is this the first report? What are the relative percentages of fibers in control versus mutant animals? Are the TSCs present with normal processes? Do the TSCs still interact normally with the Aδ-LTMRs in the mutant mouse? We realize that this mutant line is being used as a tool here, but some background on the phenotype is needed. The authors should mention the possibility that plasticity may occur here (TrkB positive D-hair afferents changing their innervation in the absence of other lanceolates?).

3\) The authors suggest that reinnervation of hair follicles after denervation may be due to collateral sprouting. In the methods the authors state that the nerve was cut but give no further information. Normally cutting a peripheral nerve in situ will allow axons to regrow to the skin with relatively fast time course (in the mouse this is 4--6 weeks). Therefore the re-innervation that the authors see could be simply due to the reinnervation by the cut nerve rather than by collateral sprouting. If the authors had ligated the nerve this would favor the collateral sprouting model. The authors should clarify this issue. Were manipulations made to prevent regeneration of the cut nerve or not? The authors should exercise caution in their interpretation of this data. In the end it may not make a difference if follicles are re-innervated collaterally or by regrowing axons, but the majority of the literature spanning many decades is pretty clear about the fact that large diameter low threshold afferents tend not to produce much, if any collateral sprouting (experiments started by Henry Head in the 1900s and confirmed by many afterwards). If the authors really want to challenge this body of literature they need better experimental evidence and should provide it.

4\) What happens to the nerve terminals after TSC ablation is unclear. How far do the fibers retract? What are the kinetics of the retraction? Additional data should be provided for the neuronal ablation section to better substantiate the claims. How many follicles are reinnervated? Does innervation of all subtypes of follicles re-form? This is important as a number of studies have proposed a role for neuronal signaling in Schwann cell development and maintenance. Indeed, [@bib50] suggest a model of TSCs being dependent on neuronal glutamate signaling for development and maintenance of the follicular structure. These studies should be discussed.

5\) Interpretation and discussion of data. It was not clear why the authors favor Col7a1 over other extracellular filaments Collagen 7a1 mutations are known to be causative in epidermolysis bullosa but mutations in other genes also cause this disease for example in genes encoding subunits laminin 332, which has been implicated in mechanotransduction (Chiang et al. Nat Neuro 2011). However, there is no reason to favor Col7a1 protein as opposed to numerous others (many large extracellular proteins are in the skin) as a tether for mechanotransduction. Staining for Col7a1 may be interesting but even positive light microscopy findings would not make this protein a better candidate than others. The manuscript would be strengthened by presenting a balanced view of candidates or by including additional experiments to support the Col7a1 model.

The proposal that 'epithelial cell-lanceolate complex tethers' are functionally analogous to tip links that open hair-cell transduction channels is highly speculative. It is equally possible that these tethers provide mechanical integrity without coupling to transduction channels, analogous to lateral links in hair bundles. The Discussion would be strengthened by delineating evidence needed to distinguish these possibilities.

The manuscript proposes that the precise arrangement of guard-hair lanceolates compared with awl/auchene and zigzag lanceolates might confer 'higher fidelity or sensitivity to hair deflection.' Physiological recordings are needed to support this model. In a previous study, these authors reported responses of A beta RA afferents ([@bib30]). It would be interesting to know whether response properties different in afferents innervating guard versus awl/auchene hairs. An alternative interpretation is that these structural differences are simply a consequence of distinct development in primary (guard) hair follicles versus secondary follicles.

The Discussion includes a nice comparison with previous ultrastructural studies of lanceolate endings; however two recent, related studies are not discussed. Banks and colleagues (2013; J. Physiol. 15:2523-2540) reported that small clear-core vesicles in lanceolate terminals are enriched in glutamate. Examples shown by Banks et al. are quite similar to guard-hair lanceolate endings presented in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Woo et al. (2012; Development 139:740-748) found that TSCs are disorganized around neonatal hair follicles in Wnt1-driven VGLUT2 knockout mice. As VGLUT2 is expressed in lanceolate terminals but not TSCs, these data imply that DRG-derived signals are required for proper development of TSCs. It would be helpful to discuss this study's finding that TSC structure persists in denervated tissue in light of these previous reports.

\[Editors\' note: further clarifications were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your work entitled "The structure and organization of lanceolate mechanosensory complexes at mouse hair follicles" for further consideration at *eLife*. Your revised article has been favorably evaluated by a Senior editor and a member of the Board of Reviewing Editors. Prior to acceptance we just have one additional point that we would like you to clarify:

In the original submission, it was unclear how C- and Aδ lanceolate endings were distinguished ultrastructurally in Figure 4--figure supplement 1 (now [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This is worth clarifying because the goal was to compare ultrastructure of 'individually defined endings'. From the revision, it seems that the authors inferred these identities in wildtype mice based on the 1) the appearance of endings with two different mitochondrial densities in wild type mice, and 2) on the loss of endings with low mitochondrial density in the TrkA conditional knockout mice, which also lack C fibers. This indirect method relies on the assumption that the TrkA mutation has no effect on mitochondrial density in Aδ fibers.

The lack of an independent marker makes the graph in [Figure 6--figure supplement 2](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"} seem a bit circular. If I understand the experiment correctly, the authors quantified the mitochondrial density in wild type mice, and then assigned those with low density to the 'C' class and those with high density to the 'Aδ' or 'Aβ' class. Without an independent marker, it makes more sense to me to plot the data from each hair-follicle type as a single population with a bimodal distribution. By also plotting the distributions from TrkA CKO mice, one would expect to see a unimodal distribution whose range coincides with the upper 'hump' of the wild type bimodal distribution.

10.7554/eLife.01901.019

Author response

*1) Quantitative analysis is an important strength of this study; however, specific conclusions require the reporting of statistics and quantification in a consistent manner. For example, based on qualitative data, the authors state 'the organization of individually tiled TCSs and different LTMR endings can be visualized simply by immunostaining with glial markers.' This method is then used in subsequent experiments. Providing quantification for the former observation would enhance confidence in the latter method. Also, in several instances, means are stated to be higher or lower without statistical comparisons. As a second example, the authors state that sparse labeling of TSCs shows multiple TSCs around each hair follicle but that their processes do not overlap with one another. The figure shows an example of one guard hair and one non-guard hair. It is not clear how many follicles were tested. The text states that 4 mice were used, but the actual number of follicles counted and the percentage of tiled TSCs would help illustrate the robustness of this organization that example images do not capture. As a third example, the mean cross sectional areas of axon terminals are given. The n is given as two mice but no information is given on the number of sections or number of lanceolates examined*.

Mosaic labeling of TSCs was done using two *PLP*^*CreER*^*;Confetti* mice. In total, 109 non-guard hair follicles and 23 guard hair follicles were examined, all of which exhibited mosaic fluorescence labeling. 100% of these hair follicles showed tiled arrangements of TSCs at individual hair follicles. This information has been added to the legend for [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

The means, errors, sample sizes, and statistics regarding quantifications of the numbers and densities of TSCs, as well as cell body sizes, process widths and lengths of individual TSCs per hair follicle subtype were modified and included in the legend of [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} of the revised manuscript.

Regarding the quantifications of cross sectional areas of axonal terminals, TSC processes and the exposed gaps of axonal terminals between TSC processes, numbers of sections and animals used for these measurements have been added to the Results section.

*2) The TrkA mutant mouse. The authors state that in addition to C-LTMRs, the Aβ RA-LTMRs at hair follicles are also lost in TrkA conditional knockout animals (*Wnt1Cre;TrkA^f/f^ *). This is surprising. Are the sensory cells still present?* [*Figure 5B*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *does not show a complete loss of fiber innervation. Has this mouse been characterized previously or is this the first report? What are the relative percentages of fibers in control versus mutant animals? Are the TSCs present with normal processes? Do the TSCs still interact normally with the Aδ-LTMRs in the mutant mouse? We realize that this mutant line is being used as a tool here, but some background on the phenotype is needed. The authors should mention the possibility that plasticity may occur here (TrkB positive D-hair afferents changing their innervation in the absence of other lanceolates?)*.

This is the first report of experiments using the *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ conditional mutant mouse. We had previously reported the generation of the *TrkA*^*f/f*^ mouse (Chen et al., Neuron 2005). Additional description about the *Wnt1Cre;TrkA*^*f/f*^ mouse has been added to the Materials and methods section: "Generation of the *TrkAf/f* (*TrkAF592A*) mouse was described previously ([@bib9]). In addition to the point mutation introduced into the ATP binding pocket, two Loxp sites were inserted into introns flanking exon 7 to 12 of the *TrkA* gene. *Wnt1Cre;TrkAf/f* animals were generated to achieve ablation of the TrkA gene in cells of neural crest origin. The TrkA conditional knockout animals are viable and fertile, with no obvious behavioral abnormality, though it is likely that behavioral assays assessing pain, temperature and touch sensations are likely to reveal sensory defects in these TrkA conditional mutants."

Npy2r-GFP^+^ neurons are present in the TrkA conditional mutants. Images showing Npy2r-GFP neurons in DRG sections from control and TrkA conditional knockout animals have been added as [Figure 6--figure supplement 1](#fig6s1){ref-type="fig"}.

As shown in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, some Npy2r-GFP^+^, Aβ, RA-LTMR endings are occasionally observed in TrkA conditional knockout animals. For reasons we do not understand, these appear as free nerve endings that do not form longitudinal lanceolate endings at hair follicles.

So far it has not been technically feasible to quantify the relative percentages of lanceolate endings from different LTMR subtypes in awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles in control animals due to the nature of mosaic genetic labeling. In TrkA conditional knockout animals, only Aδ-LTMRs remain at awl/auchene and zigzag hair follicles; neither Aβ RA-LTMR nor C-LTMR lanceolate endings can be found at hair follicles.

Whole-mount S100 immunostaining shows a slight decrease in number of TSCs at individual hair follicles from TrkA conditional knockout animals compared to control animals ([Author response image 1 A and A', C](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). Based on EM images, TSCs processes appear to be thin and hypotrophic at hair follicles from TrkA conditional knockout animals ([Author response image 1 B and B'](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}).Author response image 1.Characterization of TSCs at hair follicles of *Wnt1Cre;TrkAf/f* conditional mutant mouse.**A and A'.** Whole mount immunostaining with anti-S100 shows that numbers of TSCs at hair follicles from of *Wnt1Cre;TrkAf/f* conditional mutants (A') appear slightly less than those in control animals (A). Scale bar, 20 μm.**B and B'.** Cross sections of lanceolate complexes at zigzag hair follicles from *Wnt1Cre;TrkAf/f* (B') and control (B) mice. Axon terminals are pseudo-colored in green; TSC processes are colored in pink; hair follicle epithelial cells are colored in yellow. TSCs from TrkA conditional knockout hair follicles appear hypotrophic compared to control TSCs. Scale bar, 500 nm.**C.** Quantification of numbers of TSCs at individual guard, awl/auchene and zigzag hairs from control mice and TrkA conditional knockout mice. In control animals, there are 17.3 ± 0.7 TSCs at individual guard hair follicles (n=13 guard hairs), 4.7 ± 0.1 TSCs at awl/auchene hair follicles (n=34 awl/auchene hairs) and 3.8 ± 0.1 TSCs at zigzag hair follicles (n=54 zigzag hairs). In TrkA conditional knockout animas, there are 9.7 ± 0.7 TSCs at individual guard hair follicles (n=15 guard hairs), 3.0 ± 0.1 TSCs at awl/auchene hair follicles (n=44 awl/auchene hairs) and 2.6 ± 0.1 TSCs at zigzag hair follicles (n=83 zigzag hairs) (p\<0.001 for comparisons between all three hair follicle subtypes).

The general morphology of Aδ-LTMRs and their anatomical relationships with TSC processes appear normal based on TrkB^tauEGFP+^ immunostaining and EM analyses ([Figure 6C, C' and E](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). However, further physiological recordings from TrkB^tauEGFP+^ neurons from ex viso skin-nerve or in vivo preparations would be needed to determine whether Aδ-LTMR lanceolate endings respond normally to mechanical stimulation in the absence of Aβ, RA-LTMRs and C-LTMRs.

*3) The authors suggest that reinnervation of hair follicles after denervation may be due to collateral sprouting. In the methods the authors state that the nerve was cut but give no further information. Normally cutting a peripheral nerve in situ will allow axons to regrow to the skin with relatively fast time course (in the mouse this is 4-6 weeks). Therefore the re-innervation that the authors see could be simply due to the reinnervation by the cut nerve rather than by collateral sprouting. If the authors had ligated the nerve this would favor the collateral sprouting model. The authors should clarify this issue. Were manipulations made to prevent regeneration of the cut nerve or not? The authors should exercise caution in their interpretation of this data. In the end it may not make a difference if follicles are re-innervated collaterally or by regrowing axons, but the majority of the literature spanning many decades is pretty clear about the fact that large diameter low threshold afferents tend not to produce much, if any collateral sprouting (experiments started by Henry Head in the 1900s and confirmed by many afterwards). If the authors really want to challenge this body of literature they need better experimental evidence and should provide it*.

Thank you for pointing this out. In our experiments, dorsal cutaneous nerves (T5-L2) were severed, thereby denervating skin supplied by branches of both medial and lateral dorsal cutaneous nerves. No ligations were performed to prevent regeneration of the cut nerves.

Reinnervation was most prominent at the edges of the denervated field during the early period following axotomy. This may be explained by limited sprouting from the intact T4 and L3 dorsal cutaneous nerves within their territory. Lightly myelinated and myelinated nociceptive axons that are labeled by NFH immune-labeling may contribute more to the collateral sprouting we observed. Based on the literature regarding peripheral nerve regeneration (Jackson et al., Journal of Comparative Neurology 1984), and as indicated by the reviewers, the majority of reinnervation is likely the result of regeneration of the cut nerves. Indeed, the delayed reinnervation at the center of the denervated field may be due to its further distance from the injured sites of the dorsal cutaneous nerves supplying this region. The Results section has been modified accordingly.

*4) What happens to the nerve terminals after TSC ablation is unclear. How far do the fibers retract? What are the kinetics of the retraction? Additional data should be provided for the neuronal ablation section to better substantiate the claims. How many follicles are reinnervated? Does innervation of all subtypes of follicles re-form? This is important as a number of studies have proposed a role for neuronal signaling in Schwann cell development and maintenance. Indeed,* [@bib50] *suggest a model of TSCs being dependent on neuronal glutamate signaling for development and maintenance of the follicular structure. These studies should be discussed*.

Longitudinal lanceolate endings are lost upon TSC ablation. It is unclear how far each type of LTMR fiber retracts based on generic neuronal marker staining, such as Tuj1 and NFH. As shown by NFH staining in [Author response image 2A and A'](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}, in the absence of TSCs, many fibers remain in the dermis, while no terminals forming lanceolate endings structures remain at the hair follicles.Author response image 2.Characterization of cutaneous nerve upon TSC ablation.Immunostaining with anti-S100 and anti-NFH was performed on skin sections from *PLP*^*CreER*^ (A) and *PLP*^*CreER*^*;Rosa 26*^*hDTR*^ mice (A') to label TSCs and myelinated cutaneous nerves. In the absence of TSCs (A'), many fibers remain in the dermis, while no terminals forming lanceolate endings structures remain at the hair follicles. Scale bar, 100 μm.

The disappearance of longitudinal lanceolate endings is coincident with degeneration of TSCs; circumferential lanceolate endings are more resilient and remain in the absence of TSCs. This point has been added to the revised manuscript and in [Figure 8--figure supplement 1](#fig8s1){ref-type="fig"}.

In the skin denervation experiments ("neuronal ablation section"), by five weeks after denervation, approximately 90% of hair follicles exhibited at least some re-innervation. Lanceolate complexes at guard hairs have considerably more advanced recovery compared to non-guard hair follicles. Most non-guard hair follicles, especially zigzag hair follicles, display only sparse circumferential endings at this stage. This statement has been added to the Results section.

[@bib50] suggest that neuron-derived glutamatergic signaling is required for proper organization of TSCs during development of lanceolate complexes. Consistent with that, we observed that when denervation was performed using neonatal animals, TSCs were less stable and often degenerate during the two weeks following skin denervation (data not shown). However, in the same study, blocking glutamatergic signaling by systemic treatment with an NMDAR antagonist disrupts TSC structures at hair follicles in adult animals. This is different from our conclusion that sensory nerves are not required for maintaining TSCs at hair follicles in adult animals. One potential explanation for this discrepancy is that glutamatergic signaling from cells other than lanceolate endings is required to maintain TSC processes. The Discussion section has been modified to incorporate this point.

*5) Interpretation and discussion of data. It was not clear why the authors favor Col7a1 over other extracellular filaments Collagen 7a1 mutations are known to be causative in epidermolysis bullosa but mutations in other genes also cause this disease for example in genes encoding subunits laminin 332, which has been implicated in mechanotransduction (Chiang et al. Nat Neuro 2011). However, there is no reason to favor Col7a1 protein as opposed to numerous others (many large extracellular proteins are in the skin) as a tether for mechanotransduction. Staining for Col7a1 may be interesting but even positive light microscopy findings would not make this protein a better candidate than others. The manuscript would be strengthened by presenting a balanced view of candidates or by including additional experiments to support the Col7a1 model*.

Thank you for pointing this out. The following statement has been added to the Discussion section: "Potential molecular components of these tethers may include type VII collagen, a major component of anchoring fibrils, as well as other collagen proteins, laminins, and integrins, which could assemble into multimeric complexes to form tether structures ([@bib5]). Future studies will be needed to define the molecular components of these epithelial cell-lanceolate complex tethers. Once defined, tissue-specific ablation of key components coupled with histological and physiological analyses should reveal the contribution of these tethers for the assembly and maintenance of lanceolate complexes and/or their role in mechanotransduction during hair movement or deflection."

*The proposal that 'epithelial cell-lanceolate complex tethers' are functionally analogous to tip links that open hair-cell transduction channels is highly speculative. It is equally possible that these tethers provide mechanical integrity without coupling to transduction channels, analogous to lateral links in hair bundles. The Discussion would be strengthened by delineating evidence needed to distinguish these possibilities*.

There are indeed at least two potential functions of the putative tethers: they may contribute to assembly of lanceolate complexes and maintenance of their association with hair follicles; and/or serve to facilitate or mediate excitation of lanceolate endings during hair deflection. These two possibilities are equally possible and not mutually exclusive. Future in vivo studies will be needed to define the molecular components of these tether structures. Once defined, tissue- specific ablation of key molecular components coupled with histological and physiological analyses would be required to assess the contributions of these epithelial cell-lanceolate complex tethers to assembly and maintenance of lanceolate complexes and/or their role in mechanotransduction during hair movement or deflection. The Discussion section has been modified accordingly.

*The manuscript proposes that the precise arrangement of guard-hair lanceolates compared with awl/auchene and zigzag lanceolates might confer 'higher fidelity or sensitivity to hair deflection.' Physiological recordings are needed to support this model. In a previous study, these authors reported responses of A beta RA afferents (*[@bib30]*). It would be interesting to know whether response properties different in afferents innervating guard versus awl/auchene hairs. An alternative interpretation is that these structural differences are simply a consequence of distinct development in primary (guard) hair follicles versus secondary follicles*.

This is a very interestingly question. However, currently, we know of no genetic tools that will allow us to distinguish Aβ RA-LTMRs that innervate guard hairs vs awl/auchene hairs. We do aim to find useful mouse molecular genetic tools that will allow us to address this interesting issue.

*The Discussion includes a nice comparison with previous ultrastructural studies of lanceolate endings; however two recent, related studies are not discussed. Banks and colleagues (2013; J. Physiol. 15:2523-2540) reported that small clear-core vesicles in lanceolate terminals are enriched in glutamate. Examples shown by Banks et al. are quite similar to guard-hair lanceolate endings presented in* [*Figure 4B*](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}*. Woo et al. (2012; Development 139:740-748) found that TSCs are disorganized around neonatal hair follicles in Wnt1-driven VGLUT2 knockout mice. As VGLUT2 is expressed in lanceolate terminals but not TSCs, these data imply that DRG-derived signals are required for proper development of TSCs. It would be helpful to discuss this study's finding that TSC structure persists in denervated tissue in light of these previous reports*.

Thank you for pointing this out. We have added a few sentences to the Discussion: "Abundant small vesicles are found within the cytoplasm of axonal terminals of all LTMR subtypes. Studies by [@bib50] and [@bib2] suggest that these may be glutamate containing vesicles that mediate signals from sensory neurons to TSCs. Consistent with this idea, Aβ RA-LTMRs and Aδ-LTMRs express VGluT1 and/or VGluT2, while C- LTMRs express VGluT3, suggesting that all LTMRs are glutamatergic ([@bib3]; [@bib47]; [@bib50]; [@bib2])."

The study by [@bib50] has also been discussed under responses to major point 4 (please see above) and in the Discussion section of the revised manuscript.

\[Editors\' note: further clarifications were requested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

*In the original submission, it was unclear how C- and Aδ lanceolate endings were distinguished ultrastructurally in Figure 4*--*figure supplement 1 (now* [*Figure 5*](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}*). This is worth clarifying because the goal was to compare ultrastructure of 'individually defined endings'. From the revision, it seems that the authors inferred these identities in wildtype mice based on the 1) the appearance of endings with two different mitochondrial densities in wild type mice, and 2) on the loss of endings with low mitochondrial density in the TrkA conditional knockout mice, which also lack C fibers. This indirect method relies on the assumption that the TrkA mutation has no effect on mitochondrial density in Aδ fibers*.

Yes, we infer the identity of C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMR and Aβ-LTMR endings in our EM analysis based upon the finding that Aβ-LTMR endings exhibit high mitochondrial densities around Guard hairs, which only have Aβ-LTMR endings, and mitochondrial densities around wild-type and TrkA knockout Zigzag hairs, which have both C-LTMR and Aδ-LTMR or only Aδ-LTMR lanceolate endings, respectively. As the Reviewing Editor points out, our method relies on the assumption that mitochondrial density and the electron dense nature of Aδ-LTMR endings does not undergo a dramatic change in *TrkA* conditional knockout mice. We think this is a reasonable assumption because Aδ-LTMR LTMRs do not express TrkA. We have modified the sentence on page 9 to read: Assuming that the *TrkA* mutation has no effect on mitochondria density in Aδ- LTMR axonal terminals, this finding indicates that the lanceolate endings with few mitochondria belong to C-LTMRs while those with abundant mitochondria belong to Aδ-LTMRs or Aβ RA- LTMRs ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 6F-H](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}).

*The lack of an independent marker makes the graph in* [*Figure 6*--*figure supplement 2*](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"} *seem a bit circular. If I understand the experiment correctly, the authors quantified the mitochondrial density in wild type mice, and then assigned those with low density to the 'C' class and those with high density to the 'Aδ' or 'Aβ' class. Without an independent marker, it makes more sense to me to plot the data from each hair-follicle type as a single population with a bimodal distribution. By also plotting the distributions from TrkA CKO mice, one would expect to see a unimodal distribution whose range coincides with the upper 'hump' of the wild type bimodal distribution*.

We have taken this advice and replotted the data as distribution plots. Indeed, as predicted, there is a clear bimodal distribution of mitochondrial density in LTMR endings associated with Zigzag and Awl/auchene hairs of wild-type mice while, in contrast, there is a unimodal distribution corresponding to the upper "hump" in endings associated with Zigzag hairs. Thus, endings with few mitochondria are entirely missing in the TrkA conditional mutants. This is the basis of our argument that endings with few mitochondria belong to C-LTMRs, which are missing in TrkA mutants, whereas those with abundant mitochondria belong to Aδ-LTMRs. A new figure showing these distribution data now replaces the older version of [Figure 6--figure supplement 2](#fig6s2){ref-type="fig"}.

[^1]: Laboratory of Mammalian Cell Biology and Development, Howard Hughes Medical Institute, The Rockefeller University, New York, United States.
